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Receivables consulting

HIPAA investigations,
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Regulatory matters
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Bricker & Eckler’s team of attorneys provides legal counsel
to long-term care providers, as well as consulting services
through our affiliated consulting group, INCompliance.
Members of our team bring firsthand regulatory and
compliance experience to their understanding of the
unique and complex policy, regulatory and business
issues our long-term care clients face. Clients trust us to
provide responsive, practical advice based on an in-depth
knowledge of trends in the health care industry.
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Compliance
Compliance issues and questions
Compliance training
Review, revise and update compliance plans and policies
Evaluate effectiveness of compliance plans
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Labor/employment counsel and defense

HIPAA
Audits and assessments
Breach investigation and remediation
Program development and evaluation
Respond to HHS Office for Civil Rights audits and investigations
Training
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Medicaid issues
Collections and qualifications
State hearings
Administrative appeals
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Receivables
General collections and receivables
Collection strategies
Review, revise and update
account-receivable policies
Training to prevent non-payment
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Regulatory

Licensure and certification surveys and
applications
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Long-term care service requirements
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Assistance with decisions to discharge and appeals
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Bed sales and acquisitions
Certificate of Need
Franchise permit fee
IDRs and IIDRs
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Nursing home licensure
Operational and risk management
Plans of correction
Reimbursement matters
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Representative Experience
• Successfully defended multiple client Certificates of Need (CONs) in administrative hearings before
the Ohio Department of Health (ODH). Received favorable decisions in court appeals and in front of
ODH-appointed hearing officers. We also have successfully settled numerous CON appeals outside
of hearings.
• Prepared successful CON filings for SNFs and integrated SNF/AL facilities, including coordination of
long-term care financials, operation structures and financing.
• Successfully negotiated and closed bed purchase agreements for both bed sellers and buyers,
including all phases of regulatory bed transfers, surrenders and bed tax implications.
• Provided wide-ranging legal advice regarding the development of new projects for SNF and AL
facilities, including financing, real estate work, construction contracting, facility licensure, certification,
survey and regulatory filings, and operational compliance.
• Negotiated the purchase of SNF out of the former owner’s bankruptcy proceedings, including advice
on federal and state regulatory and enrollment filings and negotiation of post-transaction payment
disputes with Ohio Medicaid.
• Advised long-term care providers on therapy services, pharmacy and other facilities contracts,
including reimbursement implications.
• Successfully conducted claim and payment appeals before all manners of payors and for all
manners of claims.
• Advised skilled nursing, assisted living, home health and hospice providers on reimbursement,
Medicare and Medicaid enrollment, compliance, facility operation and regulatory aspects of business.

What our clients are saying about us
Bricker & Eckler is the main firm we use because of the breadth of their health care
knowledge. If I have a serious question I go to Bricker, because I trust them and I
know they will know the answer.
I have been working with Bricker & Eckler for the past 20 years and have continued
to be impressed with the energy and attention they have given to all the matters on
which we have worked. In my opinion, their greatest strengths are that they have
taken the time to understand our health care organization and culture to help us
formulate strategies and solutions, that they are timely and responsive, and that
they listen.
Bricker & Eckler has assembled the best group of smart, skilled, experienced and
resourceful health care attorneys in the state.
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Areas of focus include, but are not limited to:
• Beds and facilities: buying, selling and leasing
• Certificate of Need

• Labor and employment counsel, negotiation
and defense

• Collections and accounts receivable

• Medicaid hearings and appeals

• Compliance programs

• Medicare, Medicaid and third party
reimbursement

• Corporate compliance investigations, audits
and training

• Mergers and acquisitions

• Corporate formation and restructuring

• Nursing home licensure and certification

• Facility survey, plans of correction and
enforcement

• Operational policies and procedures

• Fraud and abuse investigations

• Risk management

• HIPAA breach investigations and remediation

• Strategic planning

• HIPAA policies, procedures, compliance and training

• Tax exempt status and compliance

• Real estate transactions and leasing
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At the center of health care law
for over 40 years.
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